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Offers wish and a roadmap for recovery from addiction for families D’Anne Burwell follows the long, tough
street to family recovery, highlighting the shame and silence that often accompanies addiction. This tale hits
close to home. Burwell’s narrative can be emotionally detailed. Five stars out of this avid reader! Saving our
children As a mother of a son with a heroine addiction it gave me great insight to a thing that I thought I
could control eventually. Her honest introspection into her very own responses mirrored the heartache and
confusion a parent feels if they awaken to the grim actuality that addiction has the upper hand.I applaud
D’Anne for breaking the silence encircling addiction by sharing her personal tale. In doing so, she offers
groups of addicts hope as well as a roadmap toward recovery, highlighting the importance of educating
yourself about addiction as a disease and seeking professional guidance. D'Anne's startling honesty about her
son's struggle, along with the crushing impact it acquired on her family members, touched this reader to
her primary. I also recommend it for health care professionals who work in the addiction field. A "must go
through" for all those living with addiction. If you have a member of family or friend consumed with
addiction, this guide changes your life. This is perhaps the most direct and accurate depiction of existence
describing co-dependency and addiction, an epidemic that presently overwhelms our society. Belief systems,
which develop over years, or centuries, confine us to react in a manner that is not constantly most
beneficial to those we love. This intimate story, told by D'Anne Burwell, exposes the fallacy to do everything

for those you like, believing that it is most beneficial, rather than allowing them to get the chance to stand
on their own.Many thanks D'Anne, and Jake, designed for sharing your journey. Thank you for having the
courage to inform your tale and for posting that “compassion with like and hope” can be an component in
the recipe that leads to recovery. Noted Psychotherapist encourages you to learn this important book. I
have already been a psychotherapist and alcoholic beverages and drug counselor for the past 45 years.
Conserving JAKE will touch many lives and give hope to the family and the addict. It had been a amazing
read. I simply ordered an additional copy for my office to talk about with parents with problems about
children. Just how do we save our very own son or daughter, spouse, when he or she has been abducted so
abruptly from our lives? But, as the writer points out, individuals have to be ready—no recovery plan can
accomplish what the individual himself/herself has to perform.cathytaughinbaugh.Randy Brooks, MA,
Psychotherapist, Tucson, AZ Perfect timing for a perfect book! The author could have been writing our
story!. My sister bought a duplicate and my mom offers one for herself, who's now moving it to her sister.
Apart from the similarities inside our stories, this publication is so well written. There is no "fluff" to
consider space. Every page is pertinent and spoke to me. There's a "sisterhood" of sorts between us moms
of addicts. Just like a mom who has dropped a child cannot be linked to except by other mothers who have
lost a kid... Mother's of addicts are related, except our kids are "walking lifeless". It's devastating, but the
hope will there be and in my own personal story, I am realizing the glimpses of light of day time. After
reading this book , I knew that there is hope . D’Anne Burwell eloquently shares the pitfalls and cautious
joys of survival when attempting to cope with the her boy’s drug make use of.The book demonstrates once
again that addiction doesn’t discriminate. It reminds the reader of the excruciating discomfort family feel
as the condition progresses with no end in sight as it proceeds to eliminate all in it’s route. D’Anne tale is
engrossing and continues the reader anxiously waiting to see what turns into of Jake. As a mother or
father coach as well as the mother of a kid who began down her route at CU, the story touched me
deeply and reminded me that as the substance use details can vary greatly, the love, get worried, and
emotional pain of mothers devote this situation never changes. You will change many lives. Cathy
Taughinbaugh (www. Burwell is a remarkable woman and author, but mostly a mother who's truly

inspirational.com) "Saving Jake" Should be a Primer designed for Families in Crisis I was attracted to
D'Anne Burwell's "Keeping Jake: When Addiction Hits House" because I understand far too many families
coping with the horror of addiction.I recommend this memoir to anyone who loves an addict and wants to
look for their way to recovery. No matter everything you Financial status It just proves this medication



doesn’t judge Good Read FOR ALL THOSE With Children in Early Addiction Saving Jake offers wish and
inspiration for all those with kids in the first throes of addiction - but it would seem that the writer was
also blessed to possess ample finances to provide endless opportunities to find the best rehab programs
money can purchase. Burwell’s capability to establish boundaries, allow Jake to achieve success or fail as his
addiction demanded also to love unconditionally is heartwarming. The book was like reading my own existence
story with an addicted child . Burwell's research about addiction -- a lifeline for anyone looking for the
means to personally cope and save a loved one from this insidious disease. The reserve should serve as a
primer for households in crisis to help them navigate through the turmoil, stress, fear, and heartache
addiction inflicts. It is also an inspiring tale of survival, and a mother's resolve to accomplish all she can --
learn, listen, and change -- to save her child.I am the mother of an addicted child who found recovery from
drug abuse so her phrases and story resonated. Inspiring book The book was very informative. Great book
Great read, every mother or father who has addicted sin or daughter needs to browse it. What I could do
with myself and not to let this tear aside your marriage. Gave me information about what to do with an
addict child. Specifically, she very obviously describes the growth pattern that she learned to follow for
herself—those micro-battles against co-dependency that she experienced. Gives you hope. gripping testimony
I finished reading Saving Jake. Just what a difficult experience for everyone in this family members.. I

could empathize with so lots of the “Mom” feelings, including the almost endless worry, the magical
"Probably I can save him" thinking, and all the ways we parents have to learn to cool off and allow our
young adults learn from others and from their personal experience. Through her own arduous journey to
understand and cope with her child’s addiction, she has provided an abundance of resources for anyone
coping with an addicted child.. It really made me wish that programs just like the lengthy one Jake visited
were affordable and available everywhere. I know about those as well—I'm still learning. These long-term
recovery centers are therefore needed today! I found it interesting how hard this mom worked to become
knowledgeable of addiction, codependency, major depression, and all of the emotions that those ideas entail.
When addiction hits your loved ones Great read! What’s unique about D’Anne’s reserve is that she
incorporates the latest resources and research on the subject of addiction into her tale, reinforcing the
idea that educating yourself approximately the condition of addiction will help the recovery process. I was
captivated by her capability to vividly capture the experience of watching addiction dominate her son’s life.
In a flash, a healthy, thriving child starts to live recklessly and within the solid grips of addiction, quickly
plunges to a level where he is hardly living at all. Most parents of addicted children aren't so fortunate and
find themselves severely hobbled by medical health insurance companies who deny inpatient treatment, or
met out times of residencial treatment like Skittles, a few at a time - and if lucky, their cherished one may
attain a recovery 20-28 spin cycle which is rarely successful in breaking down and properly addressing the
complex and baffling disease of addiction, which in the lions talk about of cases outcomes in relapse. That
which was salient to me was Burwell’s courage to handle the pain and fear in a mother’s heart to stage
back and allow many of Jake’s options at the tender age of 19-20 to have their natural consequences.
This is often the key to a cherished one’s decision to get recovery, and as I’ve learned individually, enabling
just perpetuates the addict operating-system. Family dealing with addiction Good read! A Moving Memoir
“Keeping Jake: When Addiction Hits House” is heart wrenching tale of a mom’s love on her behalf son and
the psychological exhaustion of watching him go down the street to destruction. Burwell actually draws the
reader into the thick of it—the helplessness and the constant search for a way to avoid it and
beyond."Keeping Jake", an emotionally gripping memoir references a lot of Ms. I cannot say more than

enough about how this publication touched me AND my family.
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